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Atheoreticalmodel isproposed inorder toexplain,via
ordinary physics, fundamental aspects of the cold fusion
phenomenaexperimentallyobserved.Thesephenomenain-
cludeunexpectedhigh fusion reaction ratesat low temper-
atures, the paradox of low neutron emission compared to
the energy release observed, the cold fusion dependence
on critical temperature, neutronic stimulation, and the
constitutionofnucleiwithhighelectriccharge.This theory
is based on the hypothesis that a degenerate, cold D1

21e2

plasmamaybecreated inside latticedefects throughasud-
dendeuterondischarge fromasaturatedmetal lattice.The
proposed method is based on the perturbative solution of
Vlasov-Poissonkinetic-electricequations.AFourier trans-
formation of such equations proves that the plasma be-
haves like an ideal Bose gas of electronically screened
deuterons. This approach shows that a high particle den-
sity can exist with no pressure increase above the limiting

value reached at Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) and
that theelectrical repulsion fieldbetweenpositive ionsdis-
appearsbelow thecritical temperature forBEC. Inside the
voids created by defects, the behavior of the cold degener-
ateplasmabelowcritical temperaturesuppresses theCou-
lomb barrier between any pair of ions, in particular those
that will fuse. The absence of Coulomb barrier allows one
to simply predict fusion reaction rates of the order of those
found experimentally and the particle trapping in high-
density condensate causing fusion chains. The main reac-
tions involved are D12-T1

3 and D1
2-He2

3. Subsequent fusions
of themain reactionproducts lead tonucleiofgreatercom-
plexity. A high neutron multiplication factor via deuteron
disintegrations is calculated. Neutron bursts, tempera-
ture, and pressure excursions are also predicted. Finally,
new procedures for inducing such reactions outside metal
lattices are suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a number of cold fusion experiments,1–3unexpected
results were observed, such as the paradox of low neu-
tron emission compared to the number of fusions needed
to generate the released energy, together with the un-
expectedly high fusion reaction rates rising with the tem-
perature decrease.

One4 of the first theoretical explanations for these
experimental paradoxes was a phenomenological hypoth-
esis proposing the existence of small zones having a high
density of deuterium to explain energy and tritium gen-

eration in terms of fusion chains.5,6 However, the high-
density hypothesis itself and the high fusion reaction rates
still demanded a fundamental interpretation.

At the same time other authors suggested that the
anomalously high fusion reaction rates were due to a
plasma made of deuterons and conduction electrons in-
side the metal lattice. This approach focuses on electron
screening of the Coulomb repulsion between deuterons7

or on a coherent fusion mechanism8,9 for a deuteron with
all those belonging to a coherence plasma domain inside
the lattice.

More recently, some research groups have proposed
to consider screening improvement by electrons at dis-
continuity surfaces,10–12 such as grain surfaces, inter-
faces between different metals, or between air and metal.*E-mail: francesco.premuda@mail.ing.unibo.it
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However, despite reports in Refs. 13, 14, and 15, and
discussion in the scientific community on the attractive
pseudoforces due to bosonic affinity, prior studies seem
to have completely ignored the quantum mechanical im-
plications of Coulomb barrier screening in cold nuclear
fusion ~CNF! phenomena occurring at the temperature
and density conditions typical of strongly degenerate plas-
mas in solids.

While Coulomb barrier suppression and asymptotic
freedom are very important,9 these issues are not satisfac-
torily resolved by many authors. The proposed superradi-
ance theory forCNF,whichexplicitlyviolates “asymptotic
freedom,”16isalsodifficult toacceptas isadmittingthepos-
sibility that a whole domain of deuterons, localized in the
lattice sites, could interact coherently with a somewhat lo-
calized surplus deuteron. For this to happen, the deuteron
has to overcome the barriers preventing its free motion in-
side the lattice.17Only thedelocalizationofdeuterons,such
as thatoccurring insideaBose-Einstein-condensedplasma
in a lattice defect, could allow free coherent fusion.

The heuristic idea of high densities~103 to 104 times
solid density! explains4–6 the few neutron paradox and
high fusion reaction rates between many freely neighbor-
ing deuterium-deuterium~D-D! couples avoiding the in-
troduction of exotic D-D fusion laws. In this framework
a theory for CNF inside defects, where deuterons of a
Bose-Einstein-condensed~BEC! phase are completely de-
localized, appears more “natural” than CNF models in
lattices or at lattice surfaces. This does not necessarily
exclude the other two classes of models: Surface CNF
effects should in any case be taken into account sepa-
rately; future studies could further develop also in de-
fects a partially coherent–partially incoherent fusion
model, though inside strongly degenerate BEC plasma,
the high density seems to restrict the coherence domains
in favor of incoherent fusion. The BEC of D121e2

plasma inside defects represents the main evolution of
the present work with respect to previous contributions.4-6

The present approach, by predicting CNF inside
D1

21e2 BEC plasma within defects, explains Coulomb
barrier suppression and thus explains how all well-
established nuclear physics laws are acting in fusion freely
with respect to Coulomb barrier and to any other non-
nuclear physical reality. In this way, the proposed model
remains completely in the domain of “ordinary physics,”
leaving the explanation of the low neutron emission and
of the discrepancy between fusion reaction and tritium
accumulation rates to the mechanism of fusion chains in-
side BEC deuterium plasma spots.

Independently of the preceding considerations, a den-
sity of the order of 103 to 104 times solid densities, like
those reached in inertial confinement fusion reactors, ap-
pears difficult to reach inside the metal lattice. In fact,
CNF phenomena were observed in various metals18–20

with no strict correlation to the characteristics of the par-
ticular lattice structure. However, according to the as-
sumptions at the basis of the proposed model, the class

of possible CNF deuterium plasma-metal systems is not
so wide ranging because it must exhibit the following:

1. high deuterium absorption capability

2. good ionizing properties

3. capability to generate sufficiently high pressures
without destroying the lattice, i.e., to act as an ef-
ficient ionic pump

4. appropriate working temperature range~in order
to allow BEC!

5. capability to have large defects or suitable con-
tainment cells~where the deuterium plasma could
undergo BEC with improved superconductivity
and Coulomb barrier suppression!.

For a metal lattice with such characteristics, a deute-
rium plasma is created inside defects via a two-step pro-
cess.21,22First, a high loading levelx ~.0.8! of D1

21 per Pd
atom is reached in the Pd lattice generating a positive
potential distribution9 due to deuterium plasma internal
to the lattice. This plasma is highly unstable in itself and
for the inclusion of additional deuterons, so a sudden dis-
charge of D1

21 ions, followed by electrons, occurs to
create a cold degenerate D1

21e2 plasma under high pres-
sures in the lattice blisters. This pressure condition rep-
resents the main difference between the foundations of
the present theory and the Liboff23,24hypotheses for CNF
in a degenerate plasma at a temperature near absolute zero
in the external void.

Much higher temperatures with respect to the Liboff
conditions~.300 K rather than a few kelvins! are pos-
sible for BEC at the high pressures generated by the dis-
charge from the metal to the blisters.

As a matter of fact, Liboff,23,24on the basis of a vari-
ational technique proposed by Lee and Feenberg,25 pre-
dicted an electron screening at temperatures near absolute
zero and at low pressures, allowing a deuteron wave-
function superposition, which favors nuclear fusion
significantly in a sort of liquid deuterium metal state.
However, the Hansen-Mazighi26 work, based on a dif-
ferent variational approach, invalidated the wave-function
overlap predicted by Liboff, thus leaving Liboff’s theory
open to question.

On the other hand both the Hansen-Mazighi26 and the
Liboff 23,24 models describe the plasma as constituted by
charged bosons in a constant, i.e., static, neutralizing back-
ground. The present work proposes a dynamic model in-
volving both bosonic and fermionic plasma components to
solve the open question about a possible large particle-
particle overlap within the BEC limit.The adopted method
consists in a perturbative solution of the Poisson-Vlasov
system, which describes the actual long-wave hydro-
dynamic fluctuations of the plasma. Since these fluctua-
tions were not included in variational calculations of Refs.
26 or 23 and 24, more sophisticated effects of dynamic
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screening of both electrons and bosons in even more gen-
eral conditions can now be incorporated.

In fact, a study of a D121e2 degenerate plasma under
high pressures~up to 105 to 107 bar! and at temperatures
starting from.300 K is considered from a quantum me-
chanical transport point of view. Such an approach leads
step by step to the conclusion that deuterons, screened
by electrons, induce the degenerate plasma to behave as
an ideal Bose gas undergoing BEC. This conclusion im-
plies the absence over short time intervals of the macro-
scopic Pd blistering effect typically found after light
hydrogen loading and can explain the superconductivity
phenomena in deuterated Pd. In addition the high deute-
rium density reached locally during BEC in the system,
which causes particle trapping and consequently fusion
chains with gamma- and X-ray damping, is also ac-
counted for. Finally, the most fundamental aspect of cold
fusion—the practical disappearance of the Coulomb
barrier—is justified both mathematically and physically
via BEC of deuterons; the resulting high reaction rates
increase as D12e2 plasma temperature decreases and
reach the maximum values when the deuterium plasma
temperatureT becomes less than the criticalTc ; n203 for
deuteron BEC. Due to such density dependence,Tc starts
at 0 before the deuterium loading and then reachesT .
T0 5 300 K, finally achieving values of thousands of kel-
vins, as the deuterium loading of the blisters proceeds.
This “density hysteresis” allows sufficiently long times
for energy generation via fusion reactions before a final
Bose-Einstein decondensation, possible only forT greater
than the finalTc value.

The model proposed not only provides a valid mech-
anism for Coulomb barrier suppression, satisfying com-
pletely asymptotic freedom requirements for nuclear
fusions without barrier, but also coherently explains the
following phenomena:

1. disagreement between energy, neutron, and tri-
tium rates of emission from CNF systems, in
whose dense zones the particles generated by fu-
sion are trapped

2. temperature dependence of CNF phenomena due
to the existence of BEC critical temperatures

3. need for highx values to cause BEC in defects
4. possible generation of high-Z ions in no-barrier

fusion reactions, involving any ion in the plasma
with deuterium

5. occurrence of CNF in various metals
6. possibility of CNF stimulation through extra-

neutron injection
7. key role of the concentration of T1

3 in determin-
ing the success of CNF experiments,27 weakly ac-
tive with detritiated heavy water

8. higher critical temperature for superconductivity
of D-loaded palladium and less blistering when
the lattice is loaded with D instead of H

9. lattice damage observed after fusions and the CNF
efficiency of the load-unload~high-low current!
mechanism adopted by Takahashi28 as improving
BEC. With this mechanism the deuterium satura-
tion process at high current, leading to instability
of x . 1 and then to download of deuterium into
defects, is induced without apparent lattice dam-
age any time the current rises; this happens be-
cause repeated lattice saturations, induced through
current injection, increase the BEC zones both in
size and number. Note that the initial absence of
lattice damage is observed only with deuterium
loading, whereas cracks are observed from the be-
ginning with light hydrogen loading. For this rea-
son the proposed model cannot be considered a
fracto-fusion model.

As an explanation of both neutron bursts and con-
tinuous neutron and energy emissions with tritium cre-
ation on the basis of a local protonic fusion chain in a
single BEC zone of a blister or of simultaneous local pro-
ton and collective neutron chains in a blister lattice in-
side the metal~the latter corresponding to the highest
energy production and to the lowest neutron escape prob-
ability from the whole system!, the proposed model ap-
pears to apply to all Preparata-type CNF systems9 and
can also partially explain gas-discharge experiments.29

Its validity is tied to CNF phenomena involving a
deuterium background; however, experiments involving
predominantly light hydrogen background are explained
by an extension of this theory now in progress.

II. VLASOV PERTURBED EQUATIONS FOR BOSONS AND
FERMIONS INSIDE A COLD D1

2+e− DEGENERATE
PLASMA LOCATED IN LATTICE DEFECTS

According to Refs. 21 and 22, the saturation of a Pd
lattice with deuterium first induces a sudden discharge of
D1

21 ions, followed by conduction electrons, inside lattice
voids such as blisters or rifts, either preexisting or created
by the discharge itself. The consequent rapid rise of pres-
sure inside such defects creates density conditions where
neighboring atomic potential wells exhibit strongly low-
ered thresholds with respect to a dilute atom system30with
a consistent decrease of ionization potential, vanishing
as the density assumes Mott density value.31At that point,
the high discharge rate precludes a consistent recombina-
tion, thus allowing constitution of a D121e2 cold degener-
ate plasma. To treat its electrical behavior and deduce an
extended Debye length for such a plasma, a classical ap-
proach32 based on combined Vlasov and Poisson equa-
tions has been adopted. In fact, in view of such neutral
plasma properties near equilibrium, the collisional as-
pects entering the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck~BUU!
equation,33 generalizing the Boltzmann equation in the
quantum mechanical sense, are taken into account by sim-
ply assuming that the equilibrium distributions, to which
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electron and deuteron distributions will rapidly approach
with time after a perturbation, are those of Fermi-Dirac and
Bose-Einstein statistics related to the vanishing proper-
ties of BUU collisional operators.34,35

Let us introduce now in our neutral D1
21e2 plasma, at

equilibrium with temperatureT5 T0# 300 K, the pertur-
bation constituted by an ion I1of 1Ne positive charge trav-
eling withv0velocity.The collisional term in BUU operates
in approximate proportion to the difference F6 2 F0

6 be-
tween the actual and equilibrium distributions through the
inverse of the greatest of its time constants.As they are all
very short with respect to the mean, between collisions,
timel0v0 for the slowv0 in which we are interested~limit
of v0 r0! in view of CNF phenomena, then the positive
and negative ions of our plasma satisfy, respectively, Vla-
sov equations

DF6~x,vvvv, t!
Dt

6
e

m6 e{
DF6~x,vvvv, t!

Dvvvv
5 0 ~1!

with m1 5 m0
* andm2 5 me

* being effective masses of
deuterons and electrons,

D

Dt
[

]

]t
1 vvvv{

]

]x
, ~2!

substantial time-derivative andSe electric field satisfying
Poisson’s equation

¹{e 5 4pr . ~3!

The perturbative approach adopted then implies that

F6 5 F0
6 1 eg6

and

e 5 0 1 eE , ~4!

where the Fermi-Dirac distribution can be assumed for
F0

2 , then

F0
2~E! dE 5

1

e~E2EF!0T 1 1
dE ~5a!

with Fermi energy

EF 5 S 3

8p D203 h2

2m2 n0
203 , ~5b!

n0 being the common value of D121 ande2 equilibrium
densities.

When looking at an overestimation of screening
length, the influence of deuterons can be disregarded be-
cause they should in any case increase the efficiency of
the screening of the Coulomb interaction between deu-
terons or between the I1 ion and any deuteron D121. ~See
Refs. 14 and 15 for attractive pseudoforces created by a

repulsive screening.! Consequently the calculation ofl,
reduced to that oflF Fermi screening length, which re-
places in this instancelD Debye length, could then be
restricted to take into accountg2 Þ 0 only, when proving
that our plasma is a degenerate “ideal” plasma and find-
ing on this basis the character of F0

1 , equilibrium D1
21

boson distribution, in order to go back finally, with a
known F0

1 , to a complete treatment of the problem tak-
ing into account bothg6 Þ 0. For brevity, a complete
solution is offered from the beginning for non-vanishing
g2 and g1 equations. The F01 is left to be determined
later in line with the conclusions aboutlF Fermi screen-
ing length.

Via substitution of expression~4! inside Vlasov equa-
tion ~1! and Poisson equation~3! and appropriate linear-
ization, the equation

]g6

]t
1 vvvv{

]g6

]x
6

e

m6 E{
]F0

6

]vvvv
5 0 ~6!

is obtained, as the equilibrium distributions F0
6 solve

Vlasov equation~1! for e 5 0 in a plasma optically as
wide as ours due to the highn0 reached in the lattice dis-
charge, and

¹{E 5 4p~rs 1 rp
1 1 rp

2! , ~7a!

providedrs andrp
6 are defined as

rs 5 Ned~x 2 vvvv0 t!

and

rp
6 5 6eEg6 dvvvv . ~7b!

Once introduced, the Fourier transforms via

g6~x,vvvv, t! 5
1

~2p!4 E dk Edv Ig6 ~v,k,vvvv!ei ~k{x2vt!

~8a!

and

E~x, t! 5
1

~2p!4 E dk Edv EE~v,k!ei ~k{x2vt! ,

~8b!

representingg6 andE expanded into planar waves, Vla-
sov equations lead to

Ig6 5 7
ien0

m6

EE
v 2 k{vvvv

{
]f06

]vvvv
, ~9a!

when letting f06 5 10n0F0
6. The Fourier transform of

Eq. ~7a! further yields

ik{ EE 5 4p~ Irs 1 Irp
1 1 Irp

2! ~9b!
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with

Irs 5 2pNed~v 2 k{vvvv0!

and

Irp
6 5 6eE Ig6 dvvvv , ~9c!

to be then coupled with Eq.~9a!.

III. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND SCREENING FOR
D1

2+e− DEGENERATE COLD PLASMA

The consideration of longitudinal waves, i.e., of the
component@~k{ EE!0k2#k of EEonly, leads, after combining
Eqs.~9!, to the solution

ik{ EE 5
4p Irs~k,v!

e~k,v!
, ~10!

with

e~k,v! 5 e~k,v! 5 1 1
vp1

2

k2 E k{
]f01

]y
v 2 k{vvvv

dvvvv

1
vp2

2

k2 E k{
]f02

]vvvv
v 2 k{vvvv

dvvvv ~11!

and

vp6
2 5

4pn0e2

m6 , ~11a!

for the transformed electric field induced by the ion I1 of
charge1Ne traveling with velocityv0 in our cold degen-
erate D1

21e2 plasma at temperatureT # T0 5 300 K. The
quantity e~k,v! represents the dynamic dielectric re-
sponse function of the plasma to the perturbation; thus,
the corresponding time- and position-dependent electric
field will be, via Eq.~8b!, written again for longitudinal
waves only as

E~x, t! 5
1

~2p!4 E dk Edv ei ~k{x2vt!
k{ EE
k2 k

5
22ieN

~2p!2 E dk
eik~x2vvvv0t!k

k2e~k,k{vvvv0!
. ~12!

The static special case of Eq.~11!, of course valid also
for v0 > 0, is

e~k,0! 5 1 1
vp1

2

k2 h1 1
vp2

2

k2 h2 ~13a!

with

h6 5 2E k{
]f06

]vvvv
k{vvvv

dvvvv ~13b!

that suitable elaborations reduce to the form

h6 5 2
2p~2m6!502

h3 E E102
]f06

]E
dE . ~14!

Temporarily neglecting the contribution toe~k,0! of
the positive ions by roughly settingh1 5 0, as could be
appropriate in the usual heavy ion metal lattice, for our
low-temperature degenerate cold plasma, the unique non-
vanishingh is approximately

h2 >
2p~2m2!502

h3

1

n0
E

0

`

E102d~E 2 EF! dE

5
3

4
~2m2!

1

EF
~15!

so that the static dielectric constant is

e~k,0! 5 1 1 SkF

k D2

, ~16a!

where

kF
2 5 vp2

2 h2 5
6pn0e2

EF
. ~16b!

Thus in the static case, expression~12! for the electric
field becomes

E~x! 5
22Ne

~2p!2 E dk
ikeik{x

k2 1 kF
2 . ~17!

A comparison of Eq.~17! with

E~x! 5 2¹f~x! 5 2
1

~2p!3 E ik Ef~k!eik{x dk ,

~18!

introducing the electrical potential, shows that

Ef~k! 5 Ef~k! 5
4pNe

k2 1 kF
2 ~19!

and hence that

f~r ! 5
Nee2kFr

r
~20!
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represents the screened potential created by I1 at rest in
the plasma. For the degenerate cold plasma with a de-
generate electronic component now under consideration,
the distance

lF 5
1

kF
5 S EF

6pn0e2D102

~21a!

will replace the classical Debye length

lD 5 S T

4pn0e2D102

. ~21b!

The aforedetermined Fermi lengthlF results indepen-
dent of temperature and less affected thanlD by density
variations, as can be seen from

lF 5 S EF

6pn0e2D102

5 S 3

8p D103 h

~12pm2e2!102

1

n0
106 . ~22!

According to Rosenbluth and Sagdeev36 the “ideality pa-
rameter”n0l3 assumes forl 5 lD the expression

n0l3 5 S T

4pe2D302 1

n0
102 ~23a!

and forl 5 lF the form

n0l3 5
3

8p

h3

~12pm2e2!302 n0
102 . ~23b!

This means that for a classical hot plasma the ideal-
ity decreases with decreasingTand increasingn0, whereas
for a degenerate cold plasma the ideality for sufficiently
low T values remains instead unchanged whenT de-
creases and increases for increasingn0.

Thus, for sufficiently high pressures, a cold degen-
erate D1

21e2 plasma is expected to be sufficiently ideal,
at least in the sense that, on the average, kinetic energy
will predominate over potential energy. In addition, when
the problem was faced from another point of view,37 l in
the case of a degenerate plasma appeared reduced by elec-
tron screening at least to the order of magnitude of a Bohr
radius, the potentialf~r ! satisfying the Thomas-Fermi
equation for the atomic potential. The conclusion is that
the deuteron gas component of our plasma behaves like
an ideal Bose gas in the conditions considered—low tem-
peratures,T 5 T0 # 300 K, and densities much higher
than solid densities~see white dwarf conditions in the
Rosenbluth-Sagdeev36 introductory diagram for plasma
classification!.

IV. THE IDEAL BOSE GAS OF SCREENED DEUTERONS

The conclusion that the set of deuterons in our de-
generate cold plasma D1

21e2 behaves like an ideal Bose

gas is strictly connected with the idea that there is no
spin correlation between the screening free-electron back-
ground and any single screened deuteron.

As is well known, for an ideal Bose gas the boson
energy distribution is

F0
1~E! dE 5

1

e
E2m

T 2 1

dE for m , 0 ,

i.e.,T . Tc , ~24a!

wherem represents the chemical potential.
The critical temperature for BEC is

Tc 5
h2

pFzS3

2DG203

2m1

n0
203 , ~24b!

in which z represents the RiemannZ function. After Pd
saturation, the deuteron discharge from the metal lattice
increases plasma densityn0 inside defects from 0 ton0 5
n0c

, at which the corresponding critical temperatureTc,
expressed in Eq.~24b!, equals the fixed laboratory tem-
peratureT 5 T0. At this point BEC begins asm vanishes
inside Eq.~24a!, where an~n0 2 n0c

!d~E! term should
be added35 to obtain BUU solutions taking into account
that some deuterons go to occupy the fundamental quan-
tum state characterized byp 5 0 ~E 5 0!. Additional N
deuterons being discharged increasen0, leaving the F01

expression@Eq. ~24a!# invariant asN additional deuter-
ons in turn occupy the fundamentalp 5 0 state, so that,
according to the well-known equation of state

P 5 S2pm1

h2 D302

zS5

2DT 502 T , Tc , ~25!

pressureP will no longer increase with deuteron dis-
charges during BEC because the additional deuterons in
theE 5 0 state cannot transmit any impulse.

According to Eq.~25! the plasma pressure forT >
T0 5 300 K reaches a value, constant during the dis-
charge, of 1.53 105 bar lower thanPB 5 107 bar re-
quired to have blistering or rifts generated inside a Pd
lattice. This fact explains why loading Pd with D1

21 ions
does not cause blistering in the first days of a CNF cell’s
operation, when fusions have not yet started to release a
significant amount of energy. This is in contrast to the
continuous pressure increase, up toPB or higher, during
an H1

1 loading of Pd lattice and successive discharge into
defects.

On the contrary, afterTc > T05 300 K is reached and
Tc. T5 T0 are also attained, in agreement with Eq.~24b!
during initial Pd load with deuterium and discharge, then
Eq. ~25! ensures that for D121 ions,P5 P~T0! will be the
maximum pressure during the process.Thus, once the BEC
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begins, very highn0values can be reached without plasma
resistance because the plasma cannot oppose further deu-
teron load increasing the pressure. This possibility of very
highn0 values not only leads the system to occupy the re-
gion of “degenerate ideal plasma,” typical of white dwarfs
in the plasma classification diagram,36 but also allows
neutrons and charged particles to be trapped inside the de-
generate cold plasma itself; these are the conditions for fu-
sion chains with low neutron emission, provided of course
that high fusion reaction rates can be reached, as shown in
Sec. VII, for both D-D and deuterium-tritium~D-T! fu-
sions~and many other collateral fusion reactions includ-
ing D-He and D-H fusions too!. In Secs. V and VI it will
be proved that short-distance Coulomb repulsion among
deuterons does not constitute the limiting factor forn0val-
ues but is rather the energy released by fusions, beginning
forT,Tc, thatpreventsn0to reach thenucleardensity level,
;1015 times solid density.

In fact a sort of thermodynamic hysteresis may be
expected for the Bose-Einstein-condensed plasma. The
initial value T0 assumed by plasma temperatureT can
take any value smaller than 300 K to make easier, ac-
cording to Eq.~24b!, the achievement ofTc 5 T 5 T0.
As n0 increases because of the injection of D1

21 ande2

at a constant rate and temperatureT, due to Eq.~24b!,
Tc increases withn0

203, being a pure expression of
plasma degeneracy.

When the critical parameters take the valuesTc 5 T
and Pc 5 P, the BEC process starts, and any further
injection of D1

21 at a constantT increasesn0 andTc, and
in turn the fraction@1 2 ~T0Tc!

302# of Bose-Einstein-
condensed D121 at Sp 5 0. Finally, such a high maximum
Tc 5 TMC will be reached that a rise ofT to the labora-
tory temperature or even higher, due to energy released
by fusion, could not lead the system to verify the de-
condensation conditionT . Tc for a sufficiently long
time, allowing increases ofp~T ! up to possible final
microexplosions, with macroscopic blistering effects, be-
fore fusions stop whenT exceedsTMC.

V. VLASOV PERTURBED EQUATIONS WITH
A CONTRIBUTION FROM BOSON MOBILITY
AND ACCURATE STATIC DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
FOR D1

2+e− COLD DEGENERATE PLASMA

The scope of this section is to reconsider the assump-
tion for h1 made in Sec. III and then solve Eqs.~12!,
~13!, and ~14!, having at our disposal the results of
Secs. III and IV for a better evaluation ofh6, both now
considered as nonvanishing. Once assumption~24a! is
justified for the screened deuterons, a much more accu-
rate evaluation of dielectric static constante~k,0! be-
comes possible with an appropriate calculation ofh6 via
Eqs.~14! 1 ~5a! 1 ~24a!. On this basis forT . Tc and so
for m , 0,

e~k,0! 5 1 1
8p2e2

h3k2

3 H~2m1!302 E
0

`

dE
1

E102Fe
E2m

T 2 1G
1 ~2m2!302 E

0

`

dE
1

E102Fe
E2EF

T 1 1GJ .

~26!

What is essential for an understanding of the physical
behavior of the cold degenerate plasma considered is that,
while the “fermionic contribution integral”

E
0

`

dE
1

E102Fe
E2EF

T 1 1G ~27!

always remains convergent and finite for anyT and even
for T r0, the “bosonic contribution integral”

E
0

`

dE
1

E102Fe
E2m

T 2 1G , ~28!

though convergent form , 0 goes to1` for T r Tc 1
and som r02.

VI. COLD DEGENERATE D1
2+e− PLASMA

BOSE-EINSTEIN-CONDENSED AS A SUPERMETAL

The divergence of the dielectric constante~k,0! as
Tr Tc means that once the degenerate plasma D1

21e2 is
Bose-Einstein-condensed, no more electric fields can be
established through the introduction of a positive ion at
rest or slowly moving within the partially condensed sys-
tem of deuterons.

The deep physical reason of the divergence ofe~k,0!
in deuterium plasma forT#Tcwill be discussed forN51,
although Sec. V considerations hold even forN . 1 ~as
for He2

31!. Before an ion of chargee ~e.g., H1
11 , D1

21 ,
T1

31! is introduced in the original neutral D121e2 plasma,
the fieldE50 exists everywhere, as a sum of both vanish-
ing fields created by the electronically screened deuterons
of theexcitedphaseandbythedelocalizedcondensedphase
p50 deuterons, spread in a medium wide in terms oflF’s.
After the introductionofaperturbative ion, theplasmacan
be schematically represented as one where the additional
ion ~H1

11 , D1
21 , T1

31! replaced a deuteron D121 of the
previous distribution. Without BEC this original deu-
teron with the remaining deuterons of the original plasma
should cause a perturbed deuteron distribution with den-
sity np oscillating with respect to the original equilib-
rium distributionn0. However, BEC fornp . n0 and
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Bose-Einstein decondensation fornp , n0 will lead to an
electronically screened excited deuteron distribution of
the previous shape, creating, together with the additional
positive ion substituting for the previous deuteron, a zero
electrical field. The excess deuteron remains, mixed with
the electron bath, in a delocalized state withp 5 0 with-
out contributing to the electric field, because a homo-
geneous system of screened deuterons in BEC is
practically infinite in terms ofl units and consequently
is symmetric around any internal position. As a result,
the vanishing field conditions are reached withe~k,0! 5
1` only for T# Tc, whatever the singly ionized positive
ion introduced is, thus allowing Coulomb barrier annihi-
lation not only for D-D but also for D-T and D-H fusions
and others. Of course, a partial effect of field balancing
through BEC can also occur forT . Tc to the extent that
the perturbed deuteron distribution can lead, in special
positions, to deuteron densities such that locally the in-
creasedTc exceedsT.

In addition, Coulomb barrier annihilation occurs anal-
ogously for D-He23 and D-He24 fusions and for many other
fusion reactions, thus leading to the generation of high-Z
nuclei, which have been detected experimentally.

This system could be called a “supermetal” because
not only electrons, as in metals, but also positive ions
can freely move in it to balance perturbative fields per-
fectly for T # Tc.

VII. COLD FUSION REACTION RATES IN D1
2+e−

BOSE-EINSTEIN-CONDENSED PLASMA

An accurate treatment of dynamic effects ine~k,k{vvvv0!
on the Coulomb barrier between fast-moving deuterons
when collisional aspects causing BEC have insufficient
time to act and an accurate treatment for the nonvanishing
Coulomb barrier effects for temperaturesT. Tc for BEC
are left to future investigations.The present analysis is con-
fined to the effects of the statice~k,0! divergence and of
the corresponding static Coulomb barrier annihilation for
T # Tc, on the couple of nuclei going to fuse. Fusion re-
action rates betweenAand B nuclei classically represented
as

RRFF

5 E
R3

dvvvvA E
R3

dvvvvB f A~vvvvA !f B~vvvvB!6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6sF ~6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6!

~29!

will assume an especially simple form for cold fusion
in a Bose-Einstein-condensed plasma~T # Tc!. In such
conditionsf A and f B are Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein
statistics distributions with an additionald ~E! term.34,35

Since the Coulomb barrier whenT # Tc is practically
eliminated for slow-moving ions, the contribution to
RRFF of interacting low-energy particles will strongly
predominate, giving special importance to the fusion

cross-section behavior for6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6 r0. Simple quan-
tum mechanical considerations38 lead to Fermi’s sec-
ond golden rule and so to

6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6{sF~6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6! 5
1

p\4 ^6Hif 62&
PA'B'

2

6vvvvA' 2 vvvvB'6
,

~30!

where

^6Hif 62& 5 V2^6Hif 62& 5 V2* ECf
*UCi dt*

2

~31!

andU is the nuclear interaction energy acting only at a
short distance. This implies a dependence ofHif from
the superposition of wave functions in a nuclear volume,
whereasV represents the volume occupied by the sys-
tem ~now the defect volume! on which the wave func-
tions are normalized. There is thus no reason, from a
quantic point of view, to discriminate between excited
and condensed deuterons—in any caseci andcf repre-
sent delocalized plane waves—in view of the aforemen-
tioned superposition on the nuclear volume.

The absence of the Coulomb barrier at low temper-
aturesT # Tc causes the exponential tunneling factors
not to appear in̂6Hif 6&2. TheHif matrix will be also in-
dependent38 of 6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6 due to the exothermic character
of fusion reactions. Since the remaining part of the right
side of Eq.~30! also exhibits the same property for the
identical reasons, the conclusion is that approximately

6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6sF~6vvvvA 2 vvvvB6! 5 gAB 5 const. , ~32!

leaving a more detailed and accurate treatment to future
studies.

The normalization off A~vvvvA ! and f B~vvvvB! to n0
A and

n0
B then leads to

RRFF
AB 5 gAB n0

A n0
B for T # Tc , ~33!

whereas the Coulomb barrier effects should appear and
strongly attenuate reaction rates forT . Tc. In this last
condition theRRFF

AB can be temporarily approximated to
a zero value, leaving a study of the effects onRRFF

AB of
the gradual reappearance of the Coulomb barrier to fu-
ture investigations.

Note that at this point, eithern0
A or n0

B, or both, can
equaln0 of D1

21e2 plasma and thatTc ; n0
203.

Thus for sufficiently highn0 , Tc will be even greater
than the plasma temperatureT 5 T0 5 300 K, and the
reaction ratesRRFF

AB will be proportional ton0 and n0
B

~5 n0
D 5 n0 or nT, nH, nHe!. Despite that in principle no

upper limit exists for these densities other than nuclear
matter density~1015 times solid density!, the real phys-
ical densities are self-limiting due to power density gen-
eration by fusion. In fact forTc . T, an increase in density
n0 will cause an increase in reaction ratesRRFF and as-
sociated energy generation, increasingT, which can re-
sult locally in a final Bose-Einstein decondensation of
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the plasma. This happens if finallyT . Tc or a pressure
P~T ! . PB is reached beforeT exceedsTc, a condition
that may cause lattice failure and blister microexplo-
sion. In this instance the whole phenomenon is accom-
panied by a neutron pulse, as is shown in more detail in
Sec. VIII, where realisticn0 values expected in CNF
phenomena are discussed.

VIII. HYPERDENSITY IN BOSE-EINSTEIN-CONDENSED
DEUTERIUM

Oncen0 reaches critical densityn0c
, i.e., the density

whereTc 5 T5 T0 ~initial real system temperature!, then
n0, which does not appear in Eq.~25!, continues to in-
crease without affecting the pressure. The ultimate den-
sity levels depend on the efficiency of the deuteron
discharge from the Pd metal lattice and on the feedback
created by fusion-driven Bose-Einstein decondensation.
According to Eqs.~33! and~24b!, an efficient CNF sys-
tem should reach sufficiently highn0

D densities, higher
than n0c

, to achieve a density hysteresis, precluding a
too-fast Bose-Einstein decondensation consequent to a
fusion-driven temperature increase. After the maximum
densitynM is reached~with corresponding maximum crit-
ical temperatureTMC . T !, then, due to the energy re-
leased by fusions, plasma temperatureT and pressure
P~T ! will rise according to Eq.~25!. The blisters and
rifts often found enlarged in CNF cells result fromP~T !
exceedingPB > 107 bar before fusions terminate after a
temperatureT . TMC is reached. In other terms, once
computed through Eq.~25!, the temperatureTB at which
P 5 PB, the condition reached is

TMC $ T $ TB > S107

105D205

{T0 5 10405T0 > 2000 K ,

~34a!

which combined with Eq.~24b! leads to

nM

nc
5 STMC

T0
D302

$ S T

T0
D302

$ ~10405!302 5 10605 > 16

~34b!

and

n0
203 5

T0

0.08{10217

nc 5 n0 5 S3

8
1021D302

deuterons0m3

. 753 1023 deuterons0cm3 . ~34c!

Finally, Eqs.~34b! and ~34c! combined show that
when lattice failures are experimentally found, a maxi-
mum plasma density

nM $ 16nc > 16{75{1023 deuterons0cm3

> 12003 1023 deuterons0cm3

is actually reached.

Hence the density in CNF phenomena, already of
75{1023 at the beginning of BEC, often reaches values
.103{1023, i.e.,.103 times the solid densities. The neu-
tronic optical size Dd 5 d0l 5 nM st

Dnd with d blister di-
ameter andst

Dn total neutron-deuteron cross section can
thus arrive at valuesDd .. 1, at least for the biggest hy-
perdense D121e2 zones or at least for a set of many hy-
perdense D121e2 zones.

This implies two main consequences:~a! the possi-
bility to reach highRRFF

AB for a time sufficient to heat
plasma spots from 300 to 2000 K and~b! the possibility
for hyperdense zones within a blister to trap neutrons and
charged particles originating fusion chains.

Thus the annihilation of the Coulomb barrier pre-
dicted in Secs. V and VI alone explains the possibility of
very high densities and fusion reaction rates, consistent
heat generation, and fusion chains. In addition the be-
havior of these hyperdense zones as “supermetal zones,”
under BEC conditions, strongly damps any electromag-
netic emission generated by the nuclear reactions inside
the highly dense plasma spots itself.

Of course the realization of such eclatant phenom-
enology with the highest efficiency strongly depends on the
optical thickness of plasma spots. Jones et al.’s2 and sim-
ilar experiments, showing relatively high neutron emis-
sion with undetectable energy generation, are probably due
to insufficient values of blister density and of maximum
plasma densitynM in the blisters. Efficient CNF systems,
optically thick for neutrons, are characterized instead by
low neutron emission compared with the energy release.
Then and T1

3 or p and He23 multiplicative phenomena in
hyperdense zones of D1

21e2 Bose-Einstein-condensed
cold plasma are discussed in Sec. IX.

The dynamics of the creation and of the evolution of
a single dense plasma zone and of the complete system
resulting from their interactions will be the object of fu-
ture investigations.

IX. NEUTRON AND T1
3 MULTIPLICATION VIA D1

2

DISINTEGRATION IN D-T AND D-He FUSION CHAINS
INSIDE HYPERDENSE ZONES OF D1

2+e−

BOSE-EINSTEIN-CONDENSED PLASMA

The D-D fusions are the main source of any other
type of nuclear reaction. Eventual contributions of addi-
tional D-D-D fusions are ignored for simplicity.

The neutrons~n! or protons~ p! emitted with energy
of 2.4 MeV ~n! and 3 MeV~ p! during D-D fusions stay
below the 3.3-MeV deuteron disintegration threshold and
consequently slow down through pure elastic collisions.
The 10v absorption cross section for low-energy neu-
trons in D1

21 associated with highDd implies that the ma-
jority of D-D fusion neutrons~or protons! will be
completely thermalized and finally absorbed by D1

2. The
scheme of the reactions involved,
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2~D1
2 1 D1

2!
2 fusions

T1
31 1 p 1 4 MeV

f

He2
3 1 n 1 3.2 MeV

f

D1
2 1 p r He2

3 1 g 1 5.5 MeV D1
2 1 n r T1

3 1 g 1 6.2 MeV

D1
2 1 D1

2 1 2~D1
2 1 D1

2! r2~T1
3 1 He2

3 1 g! 1 18.9 MeV
,

shows that any D-D fusion creates, directly or indirectly, one T1
3 and one He23 nucleus, which in turn, inside high-

density D1
21e2 regions, give rise ton-T-n andp-He-p chain loops as

n-T-n chain p-He-p chain

D1
2 1 T1

3 r He2
4 1 n 1 17.6 MeV

f

D1
2 1 He2

3 r He2
4 1 p 1 18.3 MeV

f

D1
2 1 n r T1

3 1 g 1 6.2 MeV D1
2 1 p r He2

3 1 g 1 5.5 MeV .

The elimination of the Coulomb barrier for fusions, when
T , TMC, makesRRFF for D1

21-p of the same order of
magnitude as the reaction rate for D1

21-n. The only evi-
dent difference between the neutron and proton slowing
down is essentially the much shorter distance covered
by the proton before absorption, which also implies
much lower proton than neutron escapes from a hyper-
dense zone. The neutronic and protonic chains, cross-
correlated through deuteron disintegrations D~n,2n!p and
D~ p, np!p generate additional neutrons and protons.
Thep-He-p is a strictly local multiplicative chain inside
a single blister, whereasn-T-n is a collective multiplica-
tive chain because neutrons generated inside a hyper-
dense plasma spot may go to interact with particles in
another spot.

There are reactions collateral to the preceding main
chains, typically neutron absorptions in He2

3 or T-p fu-
sions, responsible for reducing the number of neutrons
and protons reacting with deuterium in the main chains
and subtracting from them T1

3 and He23 ions.
Although the related cross sections are high, the

number of reactions is limited due to the negligible con-
centrations of T13 and He23 in the D1

21e2 plasma. Further-
more, the effect of cross multiplication via the interaction
between the two chains should largely overcome the afore-
mentioned reductive effects.

In fact, neutron multiplication via D~n,2n!p in n-T-n
chain yields protons to thep-He-pchain, and proton multi-
plication via D~ p,np!p in the p-He-p chain yields neu-
trons to then-T-n chain, leading tok` 2 1 two times
greater with respect to the value expected for eachn-T-n
or p-He-p chain considered in isolation.

The additional contribution tok`2 1 of 6.2 and 5.5
MeV gammas due ton-D andp-D reactions is negligible.
Once the He24 nuclei are generated, secondary He2

4-D1
2

fusions generating Li3
6 may also occur.

Other collateral effects are the enhancement of the
fusion rates due to high-energy deuterons, resulting from
elastic collisions with high-energy neutrons or positive
ions generated by fusions, and the decreased multiplica-
tion introduced in thep-He-p chain by the continuous
proton slowing down due to electromagnetic interactions
with the surrounding plasma charges. These last three ef-
fects, disregarded for simplicity in the present work, are
the aim of further calculations in progress. Since the two
chains are symmetric with respect top b n exchange,
we concentrate only on then-T-n chain.

As shown in Ref. 6 and summarized in the Appen-
dix, Monte Carlo and analytical treatments of the high-
energy neutron slowing down by both elastic scattering
and D~n,2n!p disintegrations show a remarkable multi-
plication of neutronsn and T1

3 in n-T-n chains. In fact,
14-MeV neutrons generated by D-T fusions and insuffi-
ciently slowed down, due to the high anisotropy of elas-
tic scattering, exhibit such a high cross section for the
D~n,2n!p reaction that;20% of the 14-MeV source neu-
trons directly disintegrate deuterium. The consideration
of additional disintegrations, induced by scattered neu-
trons, together with second-order disintegrations, leads
to the calculated value for multiplication factor of the
n-T-n chain alone,k`5 1.4 in the D1

21e2 plasma Bose-
Einstein-condensed. This result proves that forDd .. 1 or
when a hyperdense “liquid” deuterium drops system of
sufficient optical thickness fills the blisters,n-T-n chain
reactions—and a fortiorip-He-pchain reactions—are pos-
sible, even when the effects on multiplication of the
D~g,n!p reaction and of the interaction between the two
chain loops are disregarded.

The neutron multiplication mechanism active dur-
ing slowing down is illustrated in Fig. 1, where, for
simplicity’s sake, the multiple nonmultiplying elastic
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collisions occurring between disintegrations have been
omitted. Once thermalized inside hyperdense zones, the
neutrons captured by D12 nuclei generate an equal
number of tritons. These tritons then diffuse at thermal
energies up to when D-T fusions occur with associated
emission of new 14-MeV neutrons. In this process, de-
scribed in Fig. 2, any thermal neutron generates a triton
in a way thatk` is identical for both T andn.

Lithium nuclei eventually present in hyperdense deu-
terium drops, as a product of triple D-D-D fusions or
He2

4-D fusions, contribute to T13 multiplication and con-
sequently to CNF phenomena, as indicated in the scheme
of Fig. 3, reducing itself in pure deuterium drops~no
Li ! to the form with undotted lines only. Furthermore,
since Li1 is not expected to enter the metal lattice from
outside, the presence of D-D-D or He2

4-D fusions gen-
erating Li36 should improve T13 multiplication and so en-

hance CNF phenomena, whereas the substitution of Na
for Li in the cell solution should nevertheless allow CNF,
as experimentally verified by Appleby3 and others.

The small fraction of neutrons escaping, after re-
peated collisions, from the hyperdense deuterium drops
occupying the blister system implies an effective multi-
plication factorkeff not so much less thank`.Although less
optically thick CNF systems28,39exhibit a somewhat hard
spectrum, more effective optically thick CNF systems will
show a soft energy spectrum tail, suitable for D1

2~n,g!T1
3

reactions in weakly dense deuterium zones inside Pd or in
externalD2Osolution.Thusonlya fewneutronswill escape
from the entire CNF cell. Thence, though T1

3 multiplies
by keff , k` inside the hyperdense “liquid” deuterium
drops system, T13 will nevertheless multiply byk` > 1.4
~or more due to cross multiplication of chains! in the phys-
ical system as a whole, with a continuous T1

3 growth3,40–43

during CNF phenomena. For extremely effective CNF
cells, the spectrum of neutrons escaping from the hyper-
dense deuterium drops system could be so soft that prac-
tically all neutrons would be thermalized and quickly
absorbed in heavily or weakly dense deuterium regions
and in heavy water surrounding the Pd or Ti rod. This
explains the excess heat and T1

3 generation sometimes
measured without neutron emissions, i.e., despite that the
external neutron emission is of the order of the back-
ground. For these efficient CNF systems, the neutron
chains of highkeff, resulting from the relatively few neu-
tron escapes from the multiple-blisters system, allow a
collective behavior of the whole CNF system inside the
metal. This collective neutronics causes a fortiori a pro-
ton chain highkeff, with synergetic effects on the cross-
correlated neutron chains. In weakly efficient CNF
systems instead, proton multiplication could neverthe-
less take place inside isolated blisters, with only local-
ized and correlated generation of neutron bursts.

X. TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE EXCURSIONS
CONSEQUENT TO FUSIONS

Inside any hyperdense deuterium drop, assumed to be
initially composed of pure deuterium, the heat generated

Fig. 1. Neutron multiplication via deuterium disintegrations.

Fig. 2. Then-T-n chain kinetics.

Fig. 3. The main two steps link.
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by D-D fusions, represented by a sourceSQ, initially causes
a low temperature distributiont0~x!. The heat sourceSQ

is initially independent of D-T and D-He2
3 fusion sources,

being instead completely determined by the D-D fusion
sourcesST1

3
DD@x, t0~x!# andSHe2

3
DD @x, t0~x!#, associated with

the direct or indirect production of T13 and He23 nuclei
through D-D orn-D andp-D fusion reactions. If the con-
ditiont0~x!,Tc isuniformlymaintained through thedrops,
the fusion sources are independent of plasma tempera-
ture. The tritium and He3 densitiesnT1

3 andnHe2
3, as hap-

pens for neutron density in a fission reactor, will vary with
time in accordance with the value ofkeff. ThenT andnHe
densities will increase exponentially forkeff . 1, lin-
early forkeff 5 1, and monotonically toward the asymp-
totic nT1

3
` 5 ST1

3
DD@x, t0~x!#0~1 2 keff! andnHe2

3
` values until

keff , 1 and the densitiesnT1
3 andnHe2

3 remain at levels for
which D-T and D-He23 fusion heating cannot substantially
affect plasma temperature.

The dependence ofnT1
3 andnHe2

3 on ~1 2 keff!, when
0.95 , keff , 1 causes a sensible increase innT1

3 and
nHe2

3, correspondingly causing a rise in the D-T, D-He2
3

fusion reaction rates and in the fusion heating in turn.
Note thatkeff for a neutron chain and a proton chain may
be different, due to weaker proton escapes from plasma
spots. However, the local proton chain contributes to the
neutron chain inside the same blister, whereas the neu-
tron chain in a blister provides neutrons supporting pro-
ton chains locally active in other blisters. In other terms,
neutron chains, locally less efficient than proton chains,
have a global influence on the efficiency of the whole
system.

During the D1
2 discharge from the lattice into defects,

the critical temperatureTc for the boson component of the
plasma-filling blisters, due to Eq.~24b!, increases withn0
density through the following steps.

For an initial range ofn0 values starting from zero,Tc

assumes values less than plasma temperatureT initially
equal toambient temperatureT0.Asn0approaches thevalue
n0c, critical for BEC at temperatureT5T0, the associated
Tc nearsT5T0 and plasma approaches BEC. Once then0c

density is reached, BEC begins and further increases of
n0 up to a maximumnM , depending on the local CNF
efficiency, leadTc to a maximum critical temperature
TMC . T0. Due to heat removal by the lattice, during the
BEC processTremains at first approximately constant and
so does the pressureP~T ! 5 P~Tc ~n0c

!! 5 P~T0! 5 1.53
105 bar~for T05300 K!. This continues up to the moment
when the amount of heat generated by fusions, only par-
tially removed, increasesT aboveT0 and soP~T ! above
P~T0!, according to Eq.~25!. If PB ~Pblistering! of the or-
der of 107 bar represents the pressure required to modify
the metal lattice surrounding the gap containing our Bose-
Einstein-condensed plasma andTB is the temperature such
thatP~TB!5PB, fusions will create different situations ac-
cording toTMC . TB or TMC , TB.

If TMC .TB, fusions, and thus temperatureT and pres-
sureP rise, will continue even whenT exceedsTB and

consequently the pressureP exceedsPB by starting a pro-
cess of blister expansion within the lattice. Consequently,
n0 andTc values decrease up toTc 5 T, TMC and then to
Tc, T with the effect of gradual reappearance of the Cou-
lomb barrier that inhibits the fusions. This behavior oc-
curs in blisters of highly efficient CNF systems where
nM is as high as 103 solid density or more.

If TMC , TB, the increase ofT andP~T ! should con-
tinue until the fusion reaction rates are attenuated be-
cause ofT exceedingTMC, but notTB, so thatP~T ! stays
belowPB. In this instance the fusion phenomenon could
cease or become steady state, leaving invariant the den-
sity at its maximum level during the whole fusion excur-
sion, with no modification of the metal lattice structure.

XI. INTERPRETATION OF CNF PHENOMENOLOGY
AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we utilize the results obtained to ex-
plain the different CNF phenomenologies experimen-
tally observed and to formulate the conclusions.

The last considerations in Sec. X directly explain the
appearance, after 1 to 3 weeks, of blistering in palladium
loaded with deuterium when the CNF phenomena occur ef-
ficiently, i.e., at highnM density, whenTMC . TB.

The second aspect of CNF phenomenology to dis-
cuss is related to the influence of the formation and dis-
solution of hyperdense zones in BEC on the neutronic
keff and so on the CNF cell behavior.

The fast increases in fusion reaction ratesRRFF
DD or

RRFF
DT andRRFF

DHe resulting from a sudden BEC in single
blisters or from the increase innHe, and the local gen-
eration of protons with cross-correlated neutron gener-
ation, represent fusion and neutron bursts. Such fusion
bursts, involving, forTMC . TB, plasma and blisters mac-
roexplosions, could be modeled via the equations of tri-
tium and heat balances. These balances are connected
via the source terms expressed by the energy released
during the slowing down of fast particles and by D-D,
D-T, and D-He fusion reaction rates corresponding to
T1

3 and He23 generations, directly or via chain multipli-
cation, with thek` factor. The dynamics will then de-
pend onP~T ! relative to the temperature via Eq.~25!.
As already mentioned in Sec. VIII, this occurs for effi-
cient CNF systems when Eq.~34a! holds so that finally
T exceeds 2000 K, at least locally in a few blisters. For
neutronickeff near 1 or greater than 1, the phenomenon
will assume a collective character leading quickly to high
temperatures throughout the metal.

If, after the initial charge of Pd via deuterium and
consequent BEC, the multiplicationkeff factor for neu-
trons is,1, then the decrease of the neutronkeff result-
ing from hyperdense zone explosions should preventkeff

from exceeding 1. This fact suggests that a CNF system
is intrinsically safe, provided that sudden increases in cur-
rent density or sudden decreases in temperatureT are not
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induced from outside. In such a case additional discon-
tinuous deuteron injections will increase the optical size
of hyperdense zones and thuskeff. This means that a sud-
den decrease inT or increase in current could lead the
system to neutronically divergent hazardous conditions
with a corresponding rapid increase in energy released
from the system, as has been previously observed.

For cells where thekeff decrease due to a single blis-
ter explosion is quickly counterbalanced by regular nu-
cleation of new high-density BEC deuterium zones, the
bursts merge into a continuous neutron and heat emis-
sion. However, for less-efficient cells, the burst will re-
main isolated. When isolated bursts may simply follow
from BEC and D-D fusions with associated proton chain
generation, a collective CNF phenomenon involving the
whole system is necessarily related to ann-T-n neutron
fusion chain and correlated phenomena, if no protons are
injected from the outside.

In gaseous CNF, the low temperature reached in cool-
ing, followed by temperature increase, enhances the cre-
ation of D1

21e2 plasma Bose-Einstein-condensed zones,
whereas resulting higher temperatures cannot dissolve
these zones before a few neutron and fusion bursts could
occur, eventually enhanced by the aggregation or enlarge-
ment of BEC zones induced just by theT increase with
D1

21 expulsions from the lattice.
The third aspect of CNF phenomenology to be in-

terpreted is the interaction of a CNF cell with an ex-
ternal, involving neutron chain, gamma emission and
superconductivity, and the CNF dependence on the den-
sity of voids inside the cell, seen before in view of re-
actions of the cell to external actions and then as the
possibility of controlling the CNF cell.

Within the framework of the CNF theory proposed
here, experimentally observed neutron spectra exhibit-
ing remarkably wide peaks at energies higher than
2.4 MeV, e.g., from 3 to 14 MeV~see, for example,
Refs. 39 and 44!, can be interpreted as due to 14-MeV
D-T fusion neutrons, slowed down by elastic collisions
and deuteron D~n,2n!p disintegrations inside an opti-
cally thin ~not effective! hyperdense Bose-Einstein-
condensed D121e2 plasma drops system and escaping
from them after a few interactions. The CNF sensitivity
to neutron background45 and the possibility of CNF in-
duction by external neutron injection19 are obvious con-
sequences of considering neutrons as chain carriers in
n-T-n fusion chains. This fact indicates a clear way to
control and enhance CNF via neutronics. Future experi-
ments should be planned to measure T1

3 space distribu-
tions outside Pd to deduce the neutron emission spectrum
from the cathode of a CNF cell and determine total T1

3

generation, further detecting neutron emissions with ap-
propriate diagnostics.

The hysteresis in the coupling of the BEC initial
phenomenon and the fusion-driven temperature rise with
related blister microexplosions indicates that CNF phe-
nomena may be controlled by varying the size and den-

sity distribution of voids. An optimal void density in
metal could then be identified and achieved as follows.

Since the equilibrium concentration of voids varies
with temperature according to thenv 5 e2Ev 0kT law, a
fast temperature decrease from a highT equilibrium state
will freeze in the lattice the level of defects required. Once
nv is known, cell calculation techniques, currently used
for fission reactors, could be applied to computek` and
keff for neutron multiplication in a hydrogenized metal
lattice of blisters filled with hyperdense D1

21e2 Bose-
Einstein-condensed plasma. Monte Carlo or stochastic cal-
culations could eventually be adopted for complicated
blister shapes.

A strong suppression of electromagnetic emissions
from inside the Bose-Einstein-condensed plasma results
from Coulomb barrier annihilation by BEC with associ-
ated high densities and supermetallic behavior. Emis-
sions of electromagnetic radiation could occur during the
initial BEC or the final Bose-Einstein-decondensation pe-
riod of a hyperdense single zone, creating cold surface
sources in the first case and much warmer ones in the
second.

Of course the strong tritium multiplication inside the
whole system as well as low neutron emission depend on
the high D1

2 density reached in initial BEC.
Also, collateral superconductivity effects, better for

D1
2 than for H1

1, can be justified on the basis of the elec-
trical behavior of the D121e2 BEC plasma.

The CNF sensitivity to the T13 percentage in D2O, to
the neutron background, to the concentration of Be9 and
of other neutron multipliers, such as Pb, and finally to
the density of defects in the lattice should be essentially
tested and then used in view of CNF control. Neutron
multipliers or tritiogenic materials, such as Li3

6, could
also be incorporated in metals through ion implantation
and high-temperature diffusion techniques or insertion
of regular heterogeneous zones into the metal by stan-
dard techniques.

The present theory confined itself to explain the main
CNF phenomenologies to provide a few indications to
researchers. The given description of CNF systems points
up the need for new and more profound studies, in view
of their optimization and control, in the special follow-
ing areas:

1. time-dependent nonequilibrium study of the BEC
process

2. evolution of hyperdense zones during fusion-
driven heating and successiveRRFF attenuation
via Coulomb barrier reappearance asT exceeds
TMC

3. detailed evolution of fusion chains and collateral
nuclear reactions in CNF systems made by mul-
tiple blisters filled with Bose-Einstein-condensed
D1

2 plasma
4. neutron, proton, and gamma-ray cross-combined

transport processes.
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These unexplored fields of research call for a new appropriately developed mathematical physics and for the
associated calculational algorithms, which are to some extent already in progress.46,47

A last indication of the proposed qualitative theoretical approach to CNF is that CNF phenomena could be ob-
tained even outside metal lattices, provided a sufficiently high containment pressureP is suddenly applied to a suf-
ficiently cold ionized deuterium whose temperatureT, correlated toP by Eq.~25!, is much less thanT0 5 300 K; once
BEC occurs, temperature can be allowed to increase, as in the D’Amato et al.18 experiment, due to density hysteresis,
as previously illustrated. An initial efficient cooling system should not only lead deuterium toT ,, T0 temperature
~near absolute zero to reduce the containment pressure required! but should also remove the heat released by Bose-
Einstein-condensing plasma. According to Ref. 48, a facility to test the predicted results could be composed of a
diamond anvil cell49–51 irradiated by a suitable X-ray source.

APPENDIX

HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION VIA D(n,2n)p REACTION DURING SLOWING DOWN IN DEUTERIUM

Until now, neutron-induced deuterium disintegrations were disregarded in neutron slowing-down treatments be-
cause the 3.3-MeV threshold energy for such reactions is higher than the energies usually exhibited by most neutrons
in fission reactors. But, appropriate modeling of CNF phenomena and hot fusion T1

3 generation in D2O blankets
demands an accurate consideration of the D~n,2n!p reaction effects on neutron slowing down. The Monte Carlo
simulation of such effects requires a detailed knowledge of the energy-angle transference function for such reactions.
Analogous to the kinematics of neutron-nucleus inelastic scattering, classical conservation laws in the D~n,2n!p
reaction yield

En1
5 En1

' @10~A 1 1!2#@A2Rn1

2 ~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 1 2ARn1
~En1

' , b, b ~C! !cosq1 1 1# ,

Ep 5 En1

' @10~A 1 1!2#@A2Rp
2~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 1 2ARp~En1

' , b, b ~C! !cosqp 1 1# ,

and

En2
5 En1

' @10~A 1 1!2#@A2Rn2

2 ~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 1 2ARn2
~En1

' , b, b ~C! !cosq2 1 1#

for the energy of the outgoing particles in terms of the original energyEn1 of the neutron inducing the reaction,
throughA 5 2 for the deuteron,

Rn1
~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 5 5 1 2
A 1 1

A

ED

En1

'

2
A

A 1 1
x2~b, b ~C! ! 1 16

102

, with ED 5 2.2 MeV

and

x 5
cosb@1 2 cos2 b ~C! # 1 6cosb ~C! 6 $@1 2 cos2 b ~C! #@1 2 cos2 b#%102

2@cos2 b ~C! 2 cos2 b#
,

Rp~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 5 ~x2 1 x cosb 1 1
4
_!102Rn1

~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! ,

and

Rn2
~En1

' , b, b ~C! ! 5 ~x2 2 x cosb 1 1
4
_!102Rn1

~En1

' , b, b ~C! !

with angles defined as in Fig. A.1.
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From theRn1 definition follows a threshold energy

En1

th 5
A 1 1

A
ED 5

3

2
{2.2 MeV5 3.3 MeV ,

as the minimum energy of the incident neutron allowing
deuteron disintegration without violation of energy and
momentum conservation laws.

The cosines of the angles between the incident neu-
tron velocity and the velocities of the three outgoing
particles with respect to the laboratory reference system
cosq1

L , cosq2
L , cosp

L are then expressed in terms of the
corresponding cosines cosq1, cosq2, cosqp with re-
spect to the three particles center-of-mass~c.m.! refer-
ence system as

m12p
L 5

ARn1n2p~En1

' , b, b~C! !m12p 1 1

A2Rn1n2p
2 ~En1

' , b, b~C! ! 1 2ARn1n2p~En1

' , b, b~C! !m12p 1 1

with

m12p 5 cosq12p , m12p
L 5 cosq12p

L .

The Monte Carlo model simulating 14-MeV neutron
slowing down in deuterium adopts standard techniques for
elastic scattering and combines the preceding D~n,2n!pki-
nematic results with the usual randomization for emitted
neutrons and protons. The main problem for Monte Carlo
simulation is that posed by the bifurcation of neutron his-
tories implied by the D~n,2n!p reaction. After any disin-
tegration, the history of then1 neutron is further followed,
whereas position, energy, and direction of then2 neutron
are stored one by one; the corresponding proton data are
also stored in view of future proton transport calculations.47

Every time that for a specific neutronEn1 becomes
less thanEcutoff 5 l eV, the computation restarts from the

initial data stored, following another history for ann2
neutron.

The calculation performed within the framework of
a 30-energy-group scheme allows one to obtain the en-
ergy spectrum of escaping neutrons, the space distribu-
tion of the thermalized neutrons within the cylindrical
geometry adopted, and the multiplication factor

k 5
neutrons thermalized inside the system

fast neutrons generated by the 14-MeV source

> k`

for an optically wide system. For cross control with Monte
Carlo results onk`, an analytical spectral calculation for
an infinite system has been performed on the basis of the
equation

S~E!w~E! 5 d~E 2 E0!

1 E
E

E0a

Pe1~E ' r E!S~E ' !w~E ' ! dE'

1 E
f1d~E!

f2d~E!

Pd~E ' r E!Sd~E ' !w~E ' ! dE' .

In terms of the fluxesfn ~E! of the neutrons passed
throughn disintegrations and disregardingfn ~E! for
n $ 1, k` is finally expressed as

k` 5 1 1 E
Ethd

E0

Sd~E ' !f0~E ' ! dE'

through the solutionf0 ~E! of the equation

S~E!f0~E! 5 d~E 2 E0!

1 E
E

E0a

Pe1~E ' r E!Ss~E ' !f0~E ' ! dE'

with S~E!5Ss~E!1Sd~E! anda5~A21!20~A11!25 1
9
_

for deuterium,Sd~E! being the disintegration cross sec-
tion for a neutron.

With the separation off0~E! into the sum of virgin
flux d~E 2 E0!0S~E! and collided fluxf0c~E! once de-
fined the collision densityF~E! 5 S~E! f0c~E! and

h~E! 5
Ss~E!

S~E!
5 1 2

Sd~E!

S~E!
,

the solution of the equation

F~E! 5
1

1 2 a
E

E

E0

h~E ' !F~E ' !
dE'

E '
1

h~E0!

~1 2 a!E0

in the group discretization scheme assumes the recurrent
character

Fg 5 SEg21

Eg
Dag

Fg21 with ag 5
hg

1 2 a
,

Fig. A.1. Deuterium disintegration seen from its c.m. system
CD.
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expressing in a discretized form the “continuous recur-
sivity” of the Volterra integral equation forF~E!. This
finally leads to the recurrent algorithm

q0 5 1 qg 5 qg21 2 @1 2 hg#dg

with

dg 5
1

1 2 ag
@Eg21Fg21 2 EgFg#

and

k` 5 2 2 q9 @asq~Ethd! 5 ~qg!g59 5 2 2 k`# ,

finally allowing the estimation ofk`.
The numerical results obtained fork` are the fol-

lowing:

Analytical Monte Carlo

1. isotropic scattering with
one disintegration

k` 5 1.29 1.29

2. isotropic scattering with
any number of disinte-
grations

k` 5 1.33

3. anisotropic scattering
with any number of
disintegrations and ex-
trapolated results

k` 5 1.40

4. for neutron contribution
due to D~ p,np!p

k` ' 1.80

5. for neutron contribution
due to D~g,n!p

k` 5 1.82

Finally, Monte Carlo simulation of the transport of
neutrons generated by a 14-MeV source inside a small
high-density cylinder immersed in a deuterated cell, rep-
resenting a realistic system, confirms that only a few
strongly slowed down neutrons can escape outside the
CNF cell.
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